THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER
O! say, can you see by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars through the perilous fight,
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there;
O! say, does that Star-Spangled Banner yet wave,
O’er the land of the free, and the home of the brave?

HAIL TO OLD I.U.
Come and join in song together,
Shout with might and main;
Our beloved Alma Mater,
Sound her praise again.

Chorus
Gloriana, Frangipana,
E’er to her be true;
She’s the pride of Indiana,
Hail to old I.U.!

—Joe T. Giles, Class of 1894

Dear Graduates:

Congratulations! Today’s Commencement ceremony marks the culmination of your years of hard work at Indiana University, and this achievement is only the beginning. Let me add my best wishes to those of your family and friends whose love, encouragement, and faith have propelled you toward this wonderful day. The strength of that support helps all of us achieve our highest goals and deserves our deepest gratitude. Today is as much a day to share that gratitude as to celebrate.

Over the course of the years, it may have seemed as if this moment would never come. I am certain that each of you has faced challenges along the way, but I am equally certain that your professors and mentors have instilled in you skills in persuasion, reasoning, and critical inquiry that have helped you to overcome those challenges. Those are the very skills that will serve you best as you face a global future of competition and change. You have prepared for that future on an IU campus that, for many of you, has stretched around the world.

As you graduate today, you are extending the great traditions of Indiana University that have taken shape over more than two centuries. You and 750,000 other alumni are a proud and important part of this university’s rich and living history. Wherever you go, Indiana University will always be your alma mater and will always welcome you back.

Again, congratulations and best wishes for the greatest success in the future.

Most sincerely,

Pamela Whitten
President

ONE HUNDRED NINETY-THIRD COMMENCEMENT
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With honor to the First Nations people of Indiana, on whose ancestral homelands and resources Indiana University Bloomington was built.

Indiana University communications and marketing professionals will be gathering still images and video for use on university social media and websites, as well as for other marketing and news purposes. Your participation in this public ceremony grants Indiana University permission to use your likeness in such material.

ONE HUNDRED NINETY-THIRD COMMENCEMENT
UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONY

Saturday, May 7, 2022
10:00 a.m.

PAMELA WHITTEN, President of Indiana University, Presiding

FANFARE
Indiana University Herald Trumpeters

STUDENT PROCESSIONAL
Indiana University Commencement Band
Conducted by Rodney Dorsey
Professor and Chair, Department of Bands
Indiana University Jacobs School of Music

PROCESSIONAL OF THE PLATFORM PARTY
Fountain Trust Pipe Band

WELCOME
President Whitten

THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER
Led by Jason Daniel Edelstein
Bachelor of Music, Class of 2022
Indiana University Jacobs School of Music

ALUMNI INDUCTION CEREMONY
Madeline Rose Dederichs
Student Body Vice President
Bachelor of Science, Class of 2022
O’Neill School of Public and Environmental Affairs
Quinn Buckner
Chair, Trustees of Indiana University
Deanna Crispen
Past Chair, Indiana University Alumni Association
Board of Managers

STUDENT ADDRESS
(A biography is printed on page 10.)
Jordan Rae Davis
Bachelor of Science in Business, Class of 2022
Kelley School of Business

CHARGE TO THE CLASS
President Whitten

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
President Whitten
Assisted by Provost Rahul Shrivastav and the Deans of the Schools

CLOSE
President Whitten

HAIL TO OLD I.U.
Led by Mr. Edelstein

RECESSIONAL
Indiana University Commencement Band
SEATING FOR DEGREE RECIPIENTS AND AUDIENCE

Students may be seated anywhere in the section(s) designated for their schools. Map is tentative and subject to change.

DEGREE-GRANTING SCHOOLS

College of Arts and Sciences, page 13
Rick James Van Kooten, Executive Dean
Jane D. McLoud, Associate Executive Dean
Paul Guijar, Associate Dean for Arts and Humanities and Undergraduate Education
Vivian Nun Halloran, Associate Dean for Diversity and Inclusion
Padraic Kenney, Associate Dean for Social and Historical Sciences and Graduate Education
Nicola Pohl, Associate Dean for Natural and Mathematical Sciences and Research

Eskenazi School of Art, Architecture, and Design—College of Arts and Sciences, page 26
Peg Faimon, Founding Dean
Rowland Ricketts, Associate Dean

Hamilton Lugar School of Global and International Studies—College of Arts and Sciences, page 27
Nick Callahan, Interim Dean
John Hanson, Executive Associate Dean

The Media School—College of Arts and Sciences, page 28
Walter Gantz, Interim Dean
Radhika Parameswaran, Associate Dean

Kelley School of Business, page 31
Idalene F. Kesner, Dean
Jamie Prenter, Executive Associate Dean for Faculty and Research—Bloomington
Vijay Khatri, Associate Dean for Information, Instructional Technologies, and Academics
Laureen Maines, Associate Dean for Research
Ash Soni, Executive Associate Dean for Academic Programs—Bloomington

School of Education, page 43
Anastasia Morrone, Dean
Vasti Torres, Executive Associate Dean

Luddy School of Informatics, Computing, and Engineering, page 44
Dennis Groth, Interim Dean
Erik Stolterman-Bergvall, Senior Executive Associate Dean

School of Nursing, page 49
Robin P. Newhouse, Dean
Wendy Miller, Associate Dean

School of Optometry, page 49
Joseph A. Bonanno, Dean
T. Rowan Candy, Executive Associate Dean for Academic Affairs

School of Public Health, page 53
David B. Allison, Dean
Carrie Doeherty, Executive Associate Dean for Academic Affairs

School of Social Work, page 58
Tamara Davis, Dean

O’Neill School of Public and Environmental Affairs, page 50
Siân Mooney, Dean
Bradley T. Heim, Executive Associate Dean

Joseph Shaw, Associate Dean for Research
Philip D. Stevens, Associate Dean for Faculty Affairs
R. J. Woodring, Associate Dean for Educational Programs
**ADMINISTRATION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS**

**Indian University**  
**Pamela Whitten**, President  
**Jay L. Hest**, Executive Vice President for University Clinical Affairs  
**Andrew R. Klein**, Interim Executive Vice President and Chancellor, IUPUI  
**Dwayne Pinkney**, Executive Vice President for Finance and Administration  
**Rahul Srivastav**, Executive Vice President and Provost, Indiana University Bloomington  
**Hannah Buchoon**, Vice President for International Affairs  
**Fred H. Cate**, Vice President for Research  
**Scott Dolson**, Vice President and Director of Intercollegiate Athletics  
**Laura Kress**, Interim Vice President for University Human Resources  
**Rob Lowden**, Vice President for Information Technology and Chief Information Officer  
**Thomas A. Morrison**, Vice President for Capital Planning and Facilities  
**Nancy E. Paton**, Vice President and Chief Communications and Marketing Officer  
**Anthony Prether**, Vice President and General Counsel  
**Susan Sciarini-Giesecke**, Vice President for Regional Campuses and Online Education  
**William B. Stephan**, Vice President for Government Relations and Economic Engagement  
**James C. Wimbush**, Vice President for Diversity, Equity, and Multicultural Affairs  
**Indiana University Foundation**  
**J Thomas Forbes**, President and Chief Executive Officer  
**University Libraries**  
**Diane Dallis-Comentale**, Ruth Lilly University Dean  
**Hutton Honors College**  
**Andrea Ciccarelli**, Dean  
**Lynn Cochran**, Assistant Dean  

**Indian University Bloomington**  
**Rahul Srivastav**, Provost  
**M. A. Venkataramanan**, Executive Vice Provost for Finance, Budget, and Strategy  
**David Daleke**, Vice Provost for Graduate Education and Health Sciences  
**David Johnson**, Vice Provost for Enrollment Management  
**M. Davis O’Guinn**, Provost for Student Affairs and Dean of Students  
**Eliza Pavalko**, Provost for Faculty and Academic Affairs  
**Lemuel Watson**, Acting Vice Provost for Diversity and Inclusion  
**Kirk White**, Vice Provost for External Relations  
**Jeffrey Zaleski**, Vice Provost for Research  
**Kurt Zorn**, Acting Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education  

**Trustees of Indiana University**  
**Quinn Buckner**, Bloomington, Chair  
**MaryEllen K. Bishop**, Bloomington, Chair  
**Kelsey E. Binion**, Fishers, Vice Chair  
**Harry L. Gonzo**, Indianapolis  
**Cynthia Luxchese**, Indianapolis  
**Michael J. Mirro**, Fort Wayne  
**Jeremy A. Morris**, Indianapolis  
**Donna B. Spears**, Richmond  

**INDIANA UNIVERSITY GRAND MARSHAL**  
**Brian Horne**, Associate Professor of Voice, Jacobs School of Music  

**UNIVERSITY PLATFORM MARSHAL**  
**Sarah B. Mostes**  

**SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS**  
**Kathleen Bennett**  
**Nancy Hopper**  

**HEAD MARSHALS**  
**Ann Bastianelli**, Senior Lecturer in Marketing, Kelley School of Business  
**Brent Gault**, Professor and Chair of Music Education, Jacobs School of Music  
**William Ramos**, Associate Professor of Health and Wellness Design, School of Public Health  
**Catherine Rock**, Director of Undergraduate Studies, Department of Chemistry, College of Arts and Sciences  
**Ella Schroeder**, Associate Professor of Accounting, Kelley School of Business  
**Marcy Shepardson**, Associate Professor of Accounting  
**Steven L. Tait**, Professor of Chemistry  

**FACULTY MARSHALS**  
**Arts and Sciences**  
**Lisa Gershoff**, Associate Professor of Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences  
**Jane Goodman**, Professor of Anthropology and Director of Undergraduate Studies  
**Timothy Hellwig**, Professor of Political Science and Academic Director of the Europe Gateway  
**Susan Hengeveld**, Teaching Professor of Biology  
**Jonathan Risner**, Associate Professor of Spanish and Portugese  
**Robert A. Schneider**, Professor of History and Director of History Honors Program  
**John Stone**, Senior Lecturer in Economics and Director of Undergraduate Studies  
**James Strong**, Visiting Professor of African American and African Diaspora Studies and Director, IU Seal Revue  
**Barbara Vance**, Associate Professor of French and Italian and of Linguistics and Director of Undergraduate Studies, French  
**Shouhong Wang**, Professor of Mathematics and Director of Undergraduate Studies  

**Art, Architecture, and Design**  
**Mary Embry**, Senior Lecturer in Merchandising  

**HEAD MARSHALS**  
**Manling Luo**, Associate Professor of East Asian Languages and Cultures  

**Media**  
**James Kelly**, Associate Professor and Director of Journalism Program  

**Business**  
**Tony Emmone**, Lecturer in Operations and Decision Technologies  
**Arthur Andrew Lopez**, Clinical Professor of Business Law and Ethics  
**Karen Sweeney**, Lecturer in Communication, Professional, and Computer Skills  
**Steven Thompson**, Adjunct Lecturer  

**Education**  
**Kelly Williams**, Assistant Professor of Special Education  

**Informatics, Computing, and Engineering**  
**Satl Blanco Rodriguez**, Assistant Professor of Computer Science  
**Matthew Franceschi**, Lecturer in Computer Science  
**Phillip Jordan**, Lecturer in Informatics  
**Jennifer Terrell**, Senior Lecturer and Director of Informatics Undergraduate Program  

**Music**  
**David Cartledge**, Associate Professor of Piano and Director of Graduate Studies  
**Joey Tartell**, Professor of Trumpet  

**Nursing**  
**Angela Opahl**, Assistant Professor and Director of RN-to-BSN Statewide Consortium  

**Optometry**  
**T. Rowan Candy**, Executive Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Professor  
**Katie Connelly**, Clinical Associate Professor  
**Donald Faimon**, Clinical Associate Professor  
**Jaron Jellicka**, Clinical Associate Professor  
**Elli Kolbaum**, Clinical Professor  
**Pete Kolbaum**, Professor and Associate Dean for Research  
**Todd Peabody**, Associate Dean of Institutional Advancement and Clinical Professor  

**Public and Environmental Affairs**  
**Daniel Grundmann**, Senior Lecturer  
**Henry K. Wakhungu**, Teaching Professor  

**Public Health**  
**Jared Allosp**, Clinical Assistant Professor of Health and Wellness Design  
**Shu Cole**, Professor of Health and Wellness Design  
**Virginia Githiri**, Professor in Applied Health Science  
**David Kooja**, Professor and Chair of Kinesiology  

**Social Work**  
**James Brown**, Associate Professor  

**INDIANA UNIVERSITY HERALD TRUMPETERS**  
**Joe Boka**, Keans Cover  
**John LaCombe**, Daniel Lehmann  

**INDIANA UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT BAND**  
**Caleb Abshire**, Rayhan Ahmed  
**Lucas Allen**, Andrew Autschetter  
**Sydney Ballensky**, Sonya Banga  
**Sam Bowers**, Armon Brooks  
**RACHEL BURKHAN**  
**Bret Caille**  
**Harley Carroll**  
**Will Caruthers**  
**Chung Him Chu**  
**Erich Corfman**  
**Abbie Quesnberry**  
**Nate Semen**  
**Ethan Sherlock**  
**Audrey Smith**  
**Jena Smith**  
**Casey Street**  
**Carl Tafoya**  
**Anthony Tamborrino**  
**Adrienne Ward**  
**Ashley Wening**  
**Nick Winkles**  
**Leah Wolfe**  
**Ethan Wood**  
**Yuyang Wu**  
**Trevor Zavac**

**JASON FLORES**, Bella Funk  
**Elijah Gardner**  
**Anna Gruza**  
**Avery Hoerman**  
**Capper Howard**  
**Graydon Howard**  
**Morgan Kochanowski**  
**Ellie Kopp**  
**Jaewoo Lee**  
**Ryan Liu**  
**Ben Mangenon**  
**Megan Martin**  
**Quinton Master**  
**Ethan Mattingly**  
**Joe McKeever**  
**Christopher Pegram**  
**John Paul Powers**  
**Angela Prieto**  

**Dana Reckard**, Andrew Roehmke  
**David Sanchez-Beccera**  

**Nate Semen**  
**Ethan Sherlock**  
**Audrey Smith**  
**Jena Smith**  
**Casey Street**  
**Carl Tafoya**  
**Anthony Tamborrino**  
**Adrienne Ward**  
**Ashley Wening**  
**Nick Winkles**  
**Leah Wolfe**  
**Ethan Wood**  
**Yuyang Wu**  
**Trevor Zavac**

**INDIANA UNIVERSITY**  
**Alex Farrar**
FIRST AID AND RESTROOMS
The IU Health Center staffs two first aid rooms at Memorial Stadium. The IU Health Bloomington Hospital Emergency Department and Ambulance Service has strategically located emergency personnel throughout Memorial Stadium to assist guests, and paramedics will be able to provide immediate medical attention. If you require emergency assistance, please contact the nearest usher or police officer. ADA-accessible men’s, women’s, and all-gender restrooms are located throughout the stadium.

LOST AND FOUND
Recovered items will be collected by event staff. To check for lost items, please ask an usher for directions to the lost and found areas located in the First Aid Room of Simon Skjodt Assembly Hall. After Commencement, please call 812-855-4575 for help with lost or found items.

GUEST INFORMATION

Congratulations, Class of 2022!
Visit our store in the Indiana Memorial Union

LOST AND FOUND
Recovered items will be collected by event staff. To check for lost items, please ask an usher for directions to the lost and found areas located in the First Aid Room of Simon Skjodt Assembly Hall. After Commencement, please call 812-855-4575 for help with lost or found items.

COMMENCEMENT TRADITIONS

Today’s 193rd Commencement exercises at Indiana University Bloomington mark the joyous culmination and proud recognition of our graduates’ academic achievements. The ceremony is rich in academic tradition and protocol.

ACADEMIC ATTIRE
The origins of academic dress date back to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, when universities were taking form. The ordinary dress of the scholar, whether student or teacher, was the dress of a cleric. Long gowns were worn and may have been necessary for warmth in unheated buildings.

The assignment of colors to signify certain faculties was a much later development, and one that was standardized in the United States in the late nineteenth century. White, taken from the white fur trimming of the Oxford and Cambridge bachelor’s hoods, was assigned to arts and letters. Red, one of the traditional colors of the church, went to theology. Green, the color of medieval herbs, was adopted for medicine, and olive, because it was so close to green, was given to pharmacy. Golden yellow, standing for the wealth that scientific research has produced, was assigned to the sciences.

GOWNS
All candidates for degrees and those who hold those degrees, including university officials and faculty and visiting dignitaries, wear traditional gowns. Most are black, but some are brightly colored. The style of the gown indicates the highest degree held by the wearer, and the colors represent institutions and fields of study.

The gowns for bachelor’s degree and associate degree recipients have a closed front and open sleeves. At Indiana University, candidates for bachelor’s and associate degrees also wear crimson “stoles of gratitude,” which they may keep as a memento of the day or present as a token of thanks to anyone who has guided them on their path to graduation.

The master’s degree gown has extremely long, closed sleeves, from which the arms extend through a slit at the wrist; the end of the sleeve is square, with an arc cut away just above the bottom. The doctor’s gown has velvet panels down the front and voluminous bell-shaped sleeves on which there are three velvet bars.

Caps, Tassels, and Hoods
Candidates for associate and bachelor’s degrees wear square-topped caps—also called mortarboards—which are adorned with colored tassels appropriate to the school or division from which they are graduating. The same colors are used throughout the United States. They are:

- Arts and Sciences—White
- Business—Drab
- Education—Light Blue
- Informatics, Computing, and Engineering—Copper
- Music—Pink
- Nursing—Apricot
- Optometry—Aqua
- Public and Environmental Affairs—Peacock Blue
- Public Health—Salmon
- Social Work—Citron

Velvet-lined hoods are worn by holders of master’s and doctoral degrees. The master’s hood extends to the middle of the back, is edged in velvet in the same color as the tassel, and is lined with colors representing the institution from which the degree was earned. Indiana University hoods are lined with cream and crimson.

The doctor’s hood is longer, has wider velvet edging, and fully exposes the lining.

Honor Cords and Medallions
Graduating students who have graduated with honors are entitled to wear gold medallions indicating that they are graduating with honors. The recorders in each school distribute fourragères to qualified students before Commencement. The requirements for graduating with honors are different for each school.

IU Bloomington College, School, and Departmental Honor Cords
Some schools and departments offer honors programs for students who excel academically and seek an enriched and challenging learning environment. Graduates who fulfill the requirements of these programs receive a notation on their diplomas and are eligible to wear gold or blue honor cords, which are provided by the participating colleges, schools, and departments.

Insignia from Greek Honor Societies
A wide array of honors organizations recognize outstanding achievement in service, philanthropy, and scholarship. Indiana University is proud of all of its students who fulfill the requirements for membership in these important societies, but on Commencement day the university singles out those honor societies that emphasize academic achievement. Graduates who have been admitted to these societies may wear the appropriate cords at Commencement.

Honor Cords for Veterans and Service Members
Graduating students who have served or are currently serving in the U.S. Armed Forces wear red, white, and blue cords.

Congrats to our students, family, friends, and faculty! How proud we are of the skilled, ready, and talented graduates of IU Bloomington! Today’s class, where you are going to make a difference and have a lasting impact on the world! Congratulations, Class of 2022! Visit our store in the Indiana Memorial Union. iubookstore.com
STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

JORDAN RAE DAVIS

Jordan Davis is graduating today, with highest distinction, from the Kelley School of Business with majors in marketing and international business. She minored in Spanish in the College of Arts and Sciences.

Davis came to Indiana University from Dayton, Ohio, with the William R. Fry Scholars, a Kelley School-sponsored scholarship program. One experience that she enjoyed in her time at IU was serving as an orientation leader, a position that she saw as a perfect fit. “That was so much fun,” she recalls. “I’m really high-energy, and I had loved orientation when I was a freshman, so to be able to give back meant everything to me.”

Another powerful experience was Davis’s semester in Sevilla, Spain, in the fall of 2021. Not only did she have the opportunity to fine-tune her own Spanish skills, but she was able to produce a talk show, “The Jordan Davis Show,” aimed at preparing future students in the Sevilla program for their travels. The program won a “best marketing” award from the Council on International Educational Exchange and led to a record number of students applying to the Sevilla program.

Davis continues to have a media presence—she co-hosts the podcast “you’re too loud!” with fellow graduating senior Sika Kodzi. They describe the show as featuring “two unapologetically loud, incredible Black women with a whole lot to get off their chest...where they celebrate the good in the world, confront difficult conversations, and ask the important questions, all while making you laugh with their Black girl magic.”

Other campus involvement has included serving as director of Health and Wellbeing for IU Student Government, where she was able to advocate to address previously overlooked needs of transgender and Black female students. She also served as vice president of outreach for Kelley Student Government. In that role she initiated the schoolwide “I Am, I Am Not” campaign, with the goal of dispelling stereotypes, bringing awareness of diversity, and promoting inclusion.

Among her many honors, Davis is the recipient of the 2022 Herman B Wells Senior Recognition Award, the campus’s most prestigious award presented to a graduating senior in recognition of academic excellence. She is also the recipient of a 2022 Poets & Quants Top 100 Business Students Award, a 2022 Martin Luther King Building Bridges Award, and the 2021 Kelley Student Leader of the Year Award. After graduation, she will work in a Chicago management and consulting firm and continue to pursue her long-term goal of becoming a professional talk-show host.

As Davis recently told an audience of honor students, “Despite our backgrounds and viewpoints, what unites us is the fact that we’ve all maximized our learning experience from Indiana University. So let’s take all we’ve learned, seize the moment, and transform our world into an even brighter and more beautiful place.”
Congratulations to this year’s Outstanding Senior Awards recipients!

Catherine Halia Adaniya
Amna Ahmed
Iswarya Ajay
Erika Araujo
Brandon Richard Simeon Barnes
Madeleine Elise Clemmer
Maiya Marshele Cook
Jacob Mitchell Cooley
Jordan Rae Davis
Madeline Rose Dederichs
Jayna Elizabeth Dolfi
Eduardo Ladeira Duro
Peri Simone Ehudin
Nichole Flowers
Hannah Marie Fry
Sadia Fatema Habib
Brandon Lewis Hamblin
Caeli Demond Hines
Jeremy Kiwon Kim
Kali Nicole Konstantinopoulos
Sarah Elizabeth Kurpius
Kylie Danielle Lewis
Xue Li
Maren Williams McClelland
Carrick Lewis Moon
Jessica Lee Morris
Kaitlyn Alice O’Conor
Catherine Qing
Kandace SaDonna Rippy
James Brook Romano
Hana Soraya Shafique
Mary Slaughter
Anoosha Sri
Greta Claire Stephenson
Nicholas Stevens
Sha’ Tearaney Suttle
Ruhan Hussain Syed
Eesan Mohan Venkat
Abigail Faith Kaylee Becker
Alexa Marie Bauman
Seth Eric Beal
Abigail Faith Kaylee Becker
Natalie C. Bednarz
Aksana Allen
Devon Paige Anderson
With Distinction
Carlee Grace Anderson
Devon Paige Anderson
With Distinction
Riley Parker Anderson
Zachary Charles Anderson
Ethan Lee Andrews
Victoria Grace Annee
Isabella Reagan Applegarth
With Distinction
Diego Alejandro Arana Gomez
Clare Linda Arbuckle
With Distinction
Jordan Ian Archambault
With Distinction
Jennifer R. Argumedo
With Highest Distinction
Alysia Kay Arick
Caroline Nichole Armstrong
With Highest Distinction
Gabrielle Desessa Arvetta
Morgan Leeann Ashman
Alisha Asif
Vincent Dornhofer Atkinson
Mary Kate Ausbrook
With Highest Distinction
Trinity Austin
Kathryn Marie Auten
With Highest Distinction
Ellis Azcona
With Distinction
Mica Bachrach
Jessica Christine Baker
Owen Baker
With Distinction
Collin West Banastak
Leo David Banko
Mitchell Barber
Olivia Paige Barfodale
Brandon Richard Simeon Barnes
With Highest Distinction
Rachel Elizabeth Barrett
Bailey Renee Barron
With Highest Distinction
Shea Elizabeth Barrow
Emily Saige Bass
Danielle Samantha Basset
Alex Joseph Basta
Brooklyn Alyce Bates
Aidan Battista
With Highest Distinction
Brianna Baughman
Alexa Marie Bauman
Seth Eric Beal
Abigail Faith Kaylee Becker
Natalie C. Bednarz
Aksana Allen
Devon Paige Anderson
With Distinction
Carlee Grace Anderson
Devon Paige Anderson
With Distinction
Riley Parker Anderson
Zachary Charles Anderson
Ethan Lee Andrews
Victoria Grace Annee
Isabella Reagan Applegarth
With Distinction
Diego Alejandro Arana Gomez
Clare Linda Arbuckle
With Distinction
Jordan Ian Archambault
With Distinction
Jennifer R. Argumedo
With Highest Distinction
Alysia Kay Arick
Caroline Nichole Armstrong
With Highest Distinction
Gabrielle Desessa Arvetta
Morgan Leeann Ashman
Alisha Asif
Vincent Dornhofer Atkinson
Mary Kate Ausbrook
With Highest Distinction
Trinity Austin
Kathryn Marie Auten
With Highest Distinction
Ellis Azcona
With Distinction
Mica Bachrach
Jessica Christine Baker
Owen Baker
With Distinction
Collin West Banastak
Leo David Banko
Mitchell Barber
Olivia Paige Barfodale
Brandon Richard Simeon Barnes
With Highest Distinction
Rachel Elizabeth Barrett
Bailey Renee Barron
With Highest Distinction
Shea Elizabeth Barrow
Emily Saige Bass
Danielle Samantha Basset
Alex Joseph Basta
Brooklyn Alyce Bates
Aidan Battista
With Highest Distinction
Brianna Baughman
Alexa Marie Bauman
Seth Eric Beal
Abigail Faith Kaylee Becker
Natalie C. Bednarz
Aksana Allen
Devon Paige Anderson
With Distinction
Carlee Grace Anderson
Devon Paige Anderson
With Distinction
Riley Parker Anderson
Zachary Charles Anderson
Ethan Lee Andrews
Victoria Grace Annee
Isabella Reagan Applegarth
With Distinction
Diego Alejandro Arana Gomez
Clare Linda Arbuckle
With Distinction
Jordan Ian Archambault
With Distinction
Jennifer R. Argumedo
With Highest Distinction
Alysia Kay Arick
Caroline Nichole Armstrong
With Highest Distinction
Gabrielle Desessa Arvetta
Morgan Leeann Ashman
Alisha Asif
Vincent Dornhofer Atkinson
Mary Kate Ausbrook
With Highest Distinction
This Commencement program should be regarded as a preliminary document, pending confirmation of all degrees. It includes candidates for degrees and honors from January through August 2022. Degrees and honors are conferred after the completion of all requirements is verified. Diplomas will be mailed after all degree requirements and honors are confirmed. For details on graduating with honors, please visit go.iu.edu/gradhonors. Names of students who have won Indiana University Senior awards are marked with an asterisk (*) .

**College of Arts and Sciences**

**BACHELOR OF ARTS**

Logan D. Abbott
Dakota Nathaniel Abel
Brianna Morgan Agree
Anna Ahmed
With Highest Distinction
Jasmine Christina Ahmed
Julianne Alard
With Highest Distinction
Melanie Elizabeth Albers
Abigail Wood Albin
Cynthia Alhara
Samantha Alcantara
Allison G. Alexander
Mitchell James Alexander
Aksana Allen
Jane Armstrong Allen
Madelyn Renee Allen
With Highest Distinction
Rahul Parthiv Amin
With Highest Distinction
Byoungchan An
With Highest Distinction
Carlee Grace Anderson
Devon Paige Anderson
With Distinction
Riley Parker Anderson
Zachary Charles Anderson
Ethan Lee Andrews
Victoria Grace Annee
Isabella Reagan Applegarth
With Distinction
Diego Alejandro Arana Gomez
Clare Linda Arbuckle
With Distinction
Jordan Ian Archambault
With Distinction
Jennifer R. Argumedo
With Highest Distinction
Alysia Kay Arick
Caroline Nichole Armstrong
With Highest Distinction
Gabrielle Desessa Arvetta
Morgan Leeann Ashman
Alisha Asif
Vincent Dornhofer Atkinson
Mary Kate Ausbrook
With Highest Distinction
Grace Catherine Bland
With Highest Distinction
Bruno Blasnik
Aubrie Blauvelt
Emma Carrie Bodiker
With Highest Distinction
Austin Cain Bogie
Joshua Henry Bogner
With Highest Distinction
Kyle Thomas Bokota
With Distinction
Lindsay Renee Bolen
With Highest Distinction
Tallon Wynne Boling
With Highest Distinction
Ritvik D. Bonam
Payton Kyle Booher
Alyssa Michelle Booth
Brinn Taylor Borowsky
Joseph Luke Brorrell
Eric Andrew Borum
With Highest Distinction
Jayden Bourek
With Highest Distinction
Grace Isabel Borton
With Highest Distinction
Joseph Allen Bowling
Oliveia Mills Boyer
William McKenna Brady
Christopher Thomas Brute
Deoles Denise Brantley
Caleb B. Bray
Madison Brewer
Oscar Elijah Bridges
Bethany Brinson
With Highest Distinction
Maria Isabella Melba Briones
Anna C. Brown
With Highest Distinction
Ashley Marie Brown
Cameron Dean Brown
Liam Christopher Brown
Margaret Quinn Brown
Klayton Brummet
Robert Wallace Bruner
With Highest Distinction
Brooke Danielle Buchanan
With Highest Distinction
Tyria E. Buchanan
Abigail Susan Bufkin
With Highest Distinction
Duyen M. Bui
Jenna Rose Bunn
Gabriel Henry Burdeean
With Highest Distinction
Gibson Burdett
With Distinction
Samuel Alexander Burns
Grace Ann Burt
Fiona Noelle Bushe
Marcos L. Buslen
Madison Alane Byer
With Highest Distinction
Marina Theresa Byzewski
With Highest Distinction
with
Alexander Joseph Nelson Mark
Indy Deusy Martinez
Jordan Elias Mather-Licht
Devon Jordan Matthews
Devon Miller
Wai Mok Suen
Carrick Lewis Moom*
Alex Henri Najem
Maria Angela Neya
Heather Marie O'Hara
Tin Nilar Oo
Choon Andrew Ozawa
Heerleen K. Pannu
Isis Pierce
Blayne Samuel Powell
Daniel Aiden Price
With Distinction
Nicholas Anthony Quaranndillo
Victor Simon Cruz
Hallie Riffett
Ashyana Rippy
Nolan Alexander Robinson
Milylene R. Romans
Sasha Olivia Rosenberg
Kimberly Bhaktihapar Sakhong
Yesenia Sanchez
Justin Savage
Patrick William Sawyer Jr.
Morgan M. Sears
Peter Serruto
Shubhang Sharma
Adam M. Shidler
Taitum Alexandra Silvers
Alexander David Smith
Stefanie Anne Sonier
Grace E. Stout
Samantha Madison Stroud
Grant Edward Stumler
Laura Gaylien Swan-Brown
Jacqueline L. Tanner
Reagan Nicole Templeton
Ciera Nicole Thompson
Livia Skye Thompson
Abigail Nicole Tubbs
Antonia Martinez Turner Jr.
Glynis Turner
Jenna Helene Vecchio
Brittany Renee Walker
Jordan Nicole Wallman
Anna Grace Walls
Jingyi Wang
Sarah Watson
Tomiya Webster
Sarah Hannah Weg
Kyle Hannah Wezler
Hannah White
Jaylin Alexander Williams
Campbell Thomas Wilson
Henry Jack Wilson
Matthew Curtis Wisle
ReAnna Lee Wirt
Jessica Payne Wood
Olivia Maria Wos
Madeline Frances Woudstra
Eve Guinevere Yarrow
Clayton J. Young
Janay D'Anna Desirée Young
Jacob Dillion Zuckerberg

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ANIMAL BEHAVIOR
Elisabeth C. Abbott
With High Distinction
Caroline Eloise Abrams
With Distinction
Riley Kathleen Beam
Jasmine Nicole Collins
Allison Marie DeVries
McKenna Leigh Downey
Austen James Ehrie
With Distinction
Courtney Anne Eshelman
With Distinction
Case Fleck
With High Distinction
Toudora Helen Galuska
With High Distinction
Marissa Rae Gage
Sheilan Renee Gottschalk
Diego Alberto Guerrero
Alyssa Anne Harkness
With Distinction
Grace A. Hite
Joshua David Horan
Aron Roldizar Janko
Brynn Elizabeth Kellermeyer
Madeline Grace Larriou
Anissa Noelle Liphard
Junlin La
Abby Alexandra McDowell
Chloe Irene Miller
Morgan Lynn Miller
Jae-Lynn Tianna Owsley
Kade Parker
Cassandra Marie Roberts
Jessica Hope Rosebrough
Madison Faith Rust
With Distinction
Sarah Nicole Miller Smith
With High Distinction
Shannon Smedt
Makayla Cheynne Swinford
Haley Catherine Walls
Anwyn Louise Wilhelms
With High Distinction
Lauren Teresa Wilkins
With High Distinction
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ANIMAL BEHAVIOR
Catherine Halla Adanaya*
With Highest Distinction
Elizabeth Ann Adolay
With Distinction
Arika Akin
With Distinction
Reem Alaikaji
With High Distinction
Aneesha Anand
With Highest Distinction
Lakshmi Srivathsan Arzu
With High Distinction
Raul Antonio Moreno
With Highest Distinction
Jacob Dillion Zuckerberg

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ASTRONOMY
Joseph C. Hildebrand
With High Distinction
Alex Desyere Bell
Dillon Bille
Michael Edward Condon
Colton Andrew Frieden
Megan Furness
Nicholas Hunter Honeycutt
Joshua H. Jun
With Highest Distinction
Christopher Paul Kovach
With High Distinction
Brynn LeMasters
Niko Kol Metreveli
With Distinction
Ethan Eldon Mickelson
Mathew Robert Neely
With Highest Distinction
Jonathan Minh Nguyen
With Distinction
Phoebe An Nguyen
With High Distinction
Praise Arwedoya Okete
Benjamin Thomas Pockrass
With Distinction
Henry Rodefeld
Austin Evan Schissler
Emma Leann Sebeita
With High Distinction
Isaac Springfield Solloway
With Highest Distinction
Rachel Ann Stemme
With Highest Distinction
Logan Summers
Cade James Szymanski
With Highest Distinction
Brandon Tran
With High Distinction
Brandon S. Wehmiller
With High Distinction
Thomas Stirling Weir
With High Distinction
Noah Alan Wert
With High Distinction
Tommy Webster
With High Distinction
Aileen Medina
With High Distinction

In addition, numerous other individuals are listed, each with specific distinctions such as "With Distinction," "With High Distinction," or "With Highest Distinction."
IN CHEMISTRY
Michael Wesley Tetzloff
Abigail Bryn Spencer
Nicholas Franklin Scherschel
John Andrew Menser
Andrew James Aardema

IN BIOLOGY
Adam Joseph Landgrebe
Bezner Jonathan Gomez Dominguez
Zoe Beth Fisher
Erin Marie Hardman
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CHEMISTRY
Sahar Rabiei
With Distinction
IN BIOLOGY
Natalie V. Mattner
With Distinction
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOTECHNOLOGY
Andrew James Aardema
With Distinction
Vincent Robert Allen
With Highest Distinction
Christopher David Basil
With Highest Distinction
Madeleine Elise Clemmer
With Highest Distinction
Caleb A. Cooper
Brittany Tuyet Van Do
With Distinction
Matthew James Edwards
Andrew Joseph La Valle
With Highest Distinction
John Andrew Menser
Hailey E. Orytf
Stone T. Peddyodcy
Nicholas Franklin Scherschel
With Distinction
Abigail Bryn Spencer
With Highest Distinction
Michael Wesley Tetzloff
Amberly Herbst Xie
With Highest Distinction
Syed Aahad Haddar Zahid
With High Distinction
Alexander William Zeigler
With High Distinction
Jungheng Zhang
With Distinction
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COGNITIVE SCIENCE
Kira E. Breithaupt
With Distinction
Chloe Elizabeth McNair
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS
Matthew Robert Luettgen
With High Distinction
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CYBERSECURITY AND GLOBAL POLICY
Sarah Rabe
With Distinction
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EARTH SCIENCE
Natalie V. Mattner
With Highest Distinction
Chloe Jeniece Elliott
Alison Erman
With Highest Distinction
Brittany Nicole Falkner
Rachel Fidel
Audrey Noelle Foster
Connor Christian Fox
Lauren N. Pagua
Leslie Michelle Gamero
Skylar Ann Gomes
With Distinction
Makinna Lechel Grigsby
Rachel Kebede Haile
Molly Anne Hannan
Cheyenne Harte
Grace Catherine Hause
Pituyn Olivia Hill
Sydney Sue Hill
With Highest Distinction
Richard Hooven
Abigail Anne Hunt
Michelle Ibarra
Grace Jannes
Mason Allen Johnson
With High Distinction
Demae Alicia Joshua
Hagga Julijanto
With Distinction
Isabella Dolores Karmunzi
With Distinction
Bria King
Brittney Klotzsch
With Highest Distinction
Kasey James Konz
Nathanial Harrison Leser
Claire Litten
Abigail Grace Lohnman
Sarah Rebecca Long
Chase Dale Madsen
Ryan Vucke Maitlin
Temple Mawi
Riley Jordan McCabe
Lindsey Michelle McCoy
With Distinction
Anna May McDonald
Adrianna Ann McDowell
Meagan Nicole McKim
Hailey McLaughlin
Rebecca Ann Meyers
Lindsey Nichole Meyers
Corrine Genduso Miller
With Highest Distinction
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
IN BIOLOGY
IN CHEMISTRY
The Media School—College of Arts and Sciences

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Adrian T. Adams
Onyinyechukwu George Afoaku Isaac William Ahler Baylee Kristina Alexander Mokhina Alinovak Zoe Claire Alper Varsha Anand
With Distinction

Lucas Davis Anderson Marijah Anderson Taylor Gregory Applegate Taylor M. Askland
With Distinction

Claire Austin
Bradley Assom
Amelia Mary Bailey-Schelin Jennie Michelle Balsamo
With High Distinction

Margaret Banich
Chelsea Olivia Bartels
Frisch Fritchie Bedells
Nicholas Andrew Beer
With High Distinction

Ashley Bennish
Zachary Andrew Berger
With Distinction

Maclean Berry
Kennedy Tye Latrice Bethel Jarrett Michael Beurman Naomi Bijou Elle Katherine Bilisiss Abigail Marie Birch With Distinction

Lucas Aaron Bishop
Emma Bloomfield
Matthew Tyler Boehm
Jack Bohr
Colton James Boren Eric Andrew Borum
With High Distinction

Tiffany Bower
Austin A. Bowlen
Timothy James Brady II Saige Eryn Broadwater Xavier William Broderick
Olivia Brucker
Stefan Buba
With Distinction

Brooke Danielle Buchanan
With High Distinction

Ayson Lee Bunn
Colleen Ann Burke Leah Gabrielle Burke Jessica Mary Cannon
Nicole Marie Caradino-Hillary
Bryce Alexander Carson
Ellie Carter
João Carvalho
Rachel Lauren Chalnick
With Distinction

Rushiri Madhura Chatterjee
Vicenta Chavez
Lydia Jean Chesman
With Highest Distinction

Hailey Michelle Chell Shi Chin Fong Xichu Chen
Jin Chung
Alexa C. Clark
Lauren Elizabeth Clark
With Distinction

Simone N. Clemons
Katelyn Grace Clemons
With Highest Distinction

Lauren Elizabeth Cline
Delaney Towery
Hannah Madelyn Cohen
With Highest Distinction

Kendall Anne Cole
Vincent Michael Coleman Terion R. Collins
Jackson William Covin
With High Distinction

Lucas Charles Coniaris
Anabelle Grace Conley
Peyton A. Conner
Zachary Richard Cook
Abigail Grace Cooldge
Andrew Cortopassi
With Highest Distinction

Madelyn F. Conner
Evan R. Cos
Gabrielle Marie Cox
Robert Michael Cribbin
Kayli AnnCroddy
Brandon EdmanNayon
Benjamin William Danoe
With High Distinction

Lauren Janelle Davis
Derek Michael Decker
With High Distinction

Brian Dillier
Carly Lauren Demas
With High Distinction

Franklin Leo Denmarzis
Brooke L. Diaz
Deegan Ross Dickson
Sela Dieden
With High Distinction

Hayden W. Donnar
With Distinction

Jessica Ann Donovan
With High Distinction

Alexandra Paige Dreier
Will Moyer Dubree
With High Distinction

Cara Elizabeth DuVall
Katherine Grace Ann Easley
Sydney O'Brien Edeles
Jasmine Elizabeth Marlies Egey
Lawren G. Ederkin
Olivia Kay Elkins
Lauren McKenzie Ellery
Jessica Blake Ellowitz
Maria Zoe Emmanoelides
With Distinction

Kyle Patrick Enright
Marina Escalas
With High Distinction

Madeline Maeja Essock
Jyles R. Etienne
Marcella Gianna Fabiano
Leah Farra
With Distinction

Xiaoyang Feng
Abigail Jean Fesler
With Highest Distinction

Sydney Paige Fineberg
Sydney Morgan Fishman
Mackenzie Lyn Fisel
Bryant M. Fitzgerald
Elizabeth Fox
Olana Lime Freeman
Justin Fruscione
Eliza Jane Fry
With Distinction

Caleb John Gagne
William John Gallagher III
Grace Carol Gale
Corey A. Galandere
Sydney Paige Gamble
Hallie Alona Gardner
With Highest Distinction

Stella Bess Garland
Julia Nicole Garson
Emily Elizabeth Garver
With High Distinction

Margaret Ellis Gates
Maxwell Anthony Gaudioso
Paige Elizabeth Gehbaum
Allison Taylor Gerbers
Ryan Seth Gesas
With Distinction

Anna Elizabeth Gettelinger
Kathryn Belle Giambraone
Spencer Michael Gilbert
Seth Goodwin
Storm Wayne Graham
Ethan Wesley Gray
Molly Elizabeth Greenberg
Abigail Beth Greenblatt
Rachel Greenblatt
Payton Greenson
Conner Richardson
Zixuan Gu
Zeyu Guo
Grace Hackett
Matthew C. Hackett
With Distinction

Brooklyn Hackett
With Distinction

Haley Johnson
With High Distinction

Lucas David Hallow
Saras Ross Halpern
With High Distinction

Julia Emily Hanania
Christopher Hardaway
Samuel Gregory Haston
Phillip McKinley Heffin III
With Distinction

Sophia Hefigman
Kathryn Elizabeth Helvatz
Lillian Marie Henderson
Eline Marie Henning
Lacy Collette Herrmann
With High Distinction

Fabian Hernandez
Luis Andres Hernandez
Kyle Lynn Higgins
Morgan Hitecock
With Distinction

Sara Elizabeth Hoyle
Gillian May Horaday
Leighton Turner Howard
With Distinction

Cicada R. Hoyt
Rose Olivia Huff
With Distinction

Hunter Patrick Hughes
With Distinction

Stephen E. Hunt
Jordan Iobbi
With Distinction

Daniel Stephen Jamell
Camryn Alexis James
Camelia Rose Jarjoura
Margo Lily Jin
With Distinction

Hojoj Jeon
Rooyun Jiang
With Distinction

Jenna Johanknecht
Hayen Yukihito Johnson
Regan Noelle Jones
Aiden J. Kantner
Delia Bess Katrlean
Gabriella Alexa Katz
Gabrielle Rose Kauffman
Natalie Katherine Kearney
Liam James Keenan
Emily Grace Kelly
Lauren Kessler
Griffin King
Jackson Boone Kinney
Tess Kirley
Madison Blake Klein
Alexander Gregory Kloz
Madelyn Jean Knight
With High Distinction

Zoea Max Kohn
Nisha Osuri Kolla
Dean Joseph Kubersky
Colin Kulpa
Madison Rose Kummer
With High Distinction

Aerin Jacqueline Kwant
Gunnet Kaur Law
Lauren Nicole LaManna
Chad Robert Lammers
Nicholas Joseph Lanccioni
Thesis Lahojajarsatang
Madeleine Rene LePointe
Ye Eun Lee
Katie Laura Leffers
Maira Lemos Emerenciano
With Distinction

Richard Qiao Li
Xinbao Li
With High Distinction

Courtney Lyn Lindsey
Krya Littman
Carling Ashley Louden Christian Love
Jamonti Montez Lovelace Grace Rebecca Lovelace
With Distinction

Yuge Lu
Margaret Lyon
Audrey M. Manfredini
Samantha Martin
Marlene Martinez
Alexis Nicole Mathis
Kelsy A. Matthias
David Alfonse Matta
Bridget McCarthy
With High Distinction

Michael Andrew Roberts
Anthony McClain
With High Distinction

Jovan Dwayne McCokey
Audra Leigh McFerran
Tyler Cole McNall
Jillian Meister
With Distinction

Simon Mitchell Melrose
With Distinction

Samantha Theresa Meyer
Michael Elrod
With Distinction

Danial Michael Cebrel
Samuel Drew Miller
Grace Elizabeth Miller
With Distinction

Lauren E. Miller
Paige Mills
Thomas Mazzell
Brooke Kathryn Moran
Genevieve Grace Moran
With Distinction

Logan Aaron Moreland
Bridge Mary Moyn
Taiga Murata
Elisabeta Rae Nagar
Jill Nenn
With Distinction

Kathryn Newcombe
Mallory Lynn Newman
Jacob Connor Nichols
Sean Michael Nief
Cameron Antonio Nieh
Nigella Selin Nisn
Justin A. Nolan
Rae Singer Noorie
Alexander James Null
Michael McLeod O’Neill
Lucas Anthony Ogden
Lulu Sean Ojokinde
Talia Alyse Oleshansky
Evant Scott Orris
Jada Nixons
Lauren Ann Oxender
Suokpriet Singh Pabla
Teivel Park
Ciera Cranmerne Lynn Parker
Abigail Rose Pasmowze
Kemede Jade Payne
Oren Penn
Kyle Hans Petersen
Tricia Joan Petit
Haley Elizabeth Pierce
Emma Abel Pollitt
Alexis Hailey Porigow
Mahaia Elizabeth Porter
Alexus J. Potter
Cassidy R. Powell
Nathan Alexander Previs
Emilliana Merceda Puellc
Cassandra Moran Quirouz
With High Distinction

Monserrat Ramos
Gabrielle Nicole Rangel
Samantha Anne Reddick
Jared Matthew Roberts
Mark Ribaudo Jr.
Benjamin Michael Richards
Skyler M. Richey
Karen Roberts
Grace Elaine Robblee
With High Distinction

Michael Andrew Roberts
With High Distinction

Anthony McClain
Jovan Dwayne McCokey
Audra Leigh McFerran
Tyler Cole McNall
Jillian Meister
With High Distinction

Kaitlyn Marie Rohn
Isaac Daniel Romans
Pablo Romero Peña
Haley Marion Rose
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN JOURNALISM

Nicole Allarey-Quimbo
Angela R. Apicella
With Highest Distinction
Tyson A. Archie
Alexa Becker-Markfeld
With Highest Distinction
Jaya M. Amsden
Madison Taylor Mora
With Highest Distinction
Emily Katherine Madronik
Neha Narayan
Abigail Joy Niegzdowski
With High Distinction
Luke Chesther Norton
Abby Grace Okecos
With High Distinction
Allison Andis Osborne
With High Distinction
Djanna Abiah Padilla
Claire Peter
Mila Ginette Pillari
Roseanne Albertson
With Distinction
Casey Lynn Carroll
With Highest Distinction
Grace Elizabeth Eaton
Anna Aurora Ferguson
Lauren Elizabeth Fischer
With High Distinction
Lillian Grace Friedreich
With Highest Distinction
Natalie Rice Gabor
With High Distinction
Emily Harad Gandin
Blakely Gibbeast
Julia Hannah Goldberg
Griffin Javier Gonzalez
Isabelle Genevieve Grande
Lindsay Jordan Haber
Gretta Marie Hambrock
With High Distinction
Rachel Ann Hame
With Highest Distinction
Alexandra Marie Hardgrave
Christian Lee Harp
Georgia Hart
Lindsay N. Herfinsky
Ahriana Onyai Herron
James Emerson Hightower
Isabell Marie Hill
Samantha Hyde
Tristan Paul Jackson
Elizabeth Rose Kaboski
Sara Elizabeth Kress
Elizabeth Marie Larch
With Distinction

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GAME DESIGN

Jacob Robert Bailey
Simon Barker
With High Distinction
Christopher Stewart Billings
Marie Boganoff
Kyle L. Buswell
Christopher Casey Butcher
With Highest Distinction
Chase Congdon
Martin Rhys Fehrenbach
Noah Christopher Groeschens
With High Distinction
Brandon Brock-Patrick Hamman
Jarret Hollett
Tanner Raymond Jenkins
Noah Kender
With Distinction
Matthew Tate Lambeth
Ryan Christopher Lee Luna
Scott Thomas Lyons
Nolan McIntire
Nathaniel D. Myer
Amy Ni
Kyle Andrew Norlander
Deja Renee Pierce
Ethan Charles Pranger
With Distinction
Preston Cole Seiter
Jackson Henry Sievert
Charlie Jay White
Geun Yoon

Kelley School of Business

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS

Ethan David Aaranson
Ilkham Makkdiosovich Ahamislom
Thomas Way William Albenhaus
With High Distinction
Zaid Habib Abdullah
Christopher John Abunasar
With High Distinction
Cameron Adams
Rizwan Hussain Adat
Anton Ademi
Margaret Afield
With Highest Distinction
Neha Malikparkar
Addi Agarkhedi
Devang Agarwal
Devang Agarwal
Riju Agarwal
Sahil Agarwal
With Highest Distinction
Parnika Aggarwal
Tara Aggarwal
With Distinction
Yash Agrawal
With High Distinction
Erin Aller
Avi Alhuja
Sanchita Alhuja
Vijay Alhuja
Ayad Al-Dalhan
Shawn Michael Alcoran
Carter Miles Albut
Riley Hope Alten
Andrew Michael Albrecht
Alexandra Joy Albuero
With Distinction
Jorge Eduardo Alcaraz
Zayaan Syed Ali
Predesu Amlin
With High Distinction
Parker Daniel Allen
Saif Alqubaisi
With Distinction
Mohammad Abshamalhe
Yuسف Almalki
With Highest Distinction
Nikhil Pannish Alkuri
With High Distinction
Ihsita Sameer Ambardekar
Callen Ranae Ambrose
Rahul Parthiv Amin
With High Distinction
Matthew John Amos
Robert Daniel Anderson
Hunter Pierce Anderson
With Distinction
Kelsey Kay Anderson
Riley David Anderson
Ryan J. Anderson
Justin Lawrence Andrews
Timothy J. Antonetti
Abbey Alexandra Luna
Grace Isabel Nugent
Christopher Daniel Murphy
Allison Irene Morford
Abbigail Rose Mendenhall
Malaika Mehta
William Mclaren
Chase McCool
Julia Rose McClung
Griffin Michael McCammon
Eileen A. Macdonell
Cade J. Madison
With Distinction
Lauren Sue Majewski
With High Distinction
Carly Marley
With High Distinction
Lydia Martin
With Highest Distinction
Emma Joan Matthews
With Distinction
Lillian Marie McBee
Griffin Michael McCammon
Julia Rose McClung
With High Distinction
Chase McCool
William McLaren
Malaika Mehta
With High Distinction
Abigail Rose Mendenhall
Emily Diana Milukas
Zarre Moore
Allison Irene Morford
With High Distinction
Alexa Moretti
With Highest Distinction
Christopher Daniel Murphy
Alyssa Sage Neiman
With Highest Distinction
Hannah Elizabeth Nelson
Emily Piper Noshit
With Highest Distinction
Michael A. Nichols
Grace Isabel Nugent
With Highest Distinction
Celeste Elou Ovelon
Kathleen Marie Paolillo
With Distinction
Kyla Jade Parker
Caitlin Marie Pellant
With High Distinction
Madeline Lynn Pittman
With High Distinction
Regan Leigh Poole
Stephanie M. Portolesi
Jahnari Finesse Pratt
Gabrielle L. Pugliese
With Distinction
Kelsey Marie Rainden
With Distinction
Shannon Lynn Randels
With High Distinction
Suzanne Reeven
Tucker Paul Reinebold
Reid Allen Replogle
Jacob P. Richards
Riley Runyon Rider
With Distinction
Cameron Fenton Rose
Ashlyn Roy
With Distinction
Vincent Michael Schepel
Emily Schmidt
Rachel Frans Schmuckler
With Highest Distinction
Grace Catherine Scott
Olivia Grace Shaver
With Highest Distinction
Griffin Steven Shearer
Noah Foster Skel
Tabitha Fay Smith
With Distinction
Kaili Dawn Stedman
With High Distinction
Greta Claire Stephenson
With Highest Distinction
Christine M. Stevens
Tanner Duncan Stevens
With Distinction
Rebecca R. Stoll
Brandon Kyle Swann
With High Distinction
Leena Tetzloff
Bryce Thomas
With Distinction
Zion Thomas
Catherine Frances Trant
With Distinction
Meghan E. Tripp
Brian Trisler
With High Distinction
Morgan Tucker
With High Distinction
Clarine Valentine
With Highest Distinction
Eva Grace Voorheis
With High Distinction
Megan Nicole Vukovich
With Highest Distinction
Jasmine Louise Walden
With Highest Distinction
Emily Crystine Walker
With Highest Distinction
Arianna Zellee Watters
Ariana Wild
With Highest Distinction
Bryce Dain Wilson
Klaryssa L. Wolff
With Distinction
Huyxuan Yang
Amanda K. Young
Kaiin Zheng
Daniel Warner Zoos

Luddy School of Informatics, Computing, and Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Tara Aggarwal
With Distinction
Montushar Saleh Al-Shamri
Jaeha Nicole-Renee Alexander
Dean Brooks Allen
Oliver Melbourne Allen
With Highest Distinction
Keegan B. Allred
With High Distinction
Sri Pratik Alieni
Zachary Barnett
Lucas Brian Barrett
Carson Bauer
With High Distinction
Caitlyn Alyssa Betar
With Distinction
Michael Birtwhistle
Henry Samuel Boheck
With Highest Distinction
William O. Roland
Samuel Morgan Bradly
Parker Bray
Alexandria Rose Brocks
With Distinction
Richard John Caraher
Matthew Sheldon Carlson
Jiuhui Chang
Joshua Ethan Cody
Michael Philip Coffman
Matthew D. Compton
Carson Alan Crick
Anthony Dominick Dottolo
Advait Sachin Dhamdhere
Mouladi Diilizadi
Liam Martin Donohue
James Dumas
Eliah James Earle
With Distinction
Ethan Eldridge
With Highest Distinction
Christian Patrick Elliott
William Alexander Fleming
Emma Fornash
Julia Nicole Gazzard
With Highest Distinction
Benjamin Evans Gramling
With High Distinction
Chong Gu
With High Distillation
Steven Gueraza
Julie L. A. Guussman
With Distinction
Robert Hageboeck
Weifeng Han
Adam James Hannah
Max Harris
Bryan Keyson Hatami
Arthur Omar Hernandez
Benjamin T. Holmes

Christian E. Hopf
Jia-Yi Hou
With Distinction
Nicholas Irmsicher
Veera Venkata Sai Prasad Jannali
Maazin Al-Cham
With Highest Distinction
Jack Robert Jollet
With Distillation
Daniel James Kapitan
Yuhan Ke
With High Distillation
Seth Michael Allen Kirchner
Lucas Marely Klein
Kyle E. Klingaman
With Distillation
Veena Venkata Sai Prasad
Khalil Jackson Halleck Konty
Yichen Lin
Ailian Lynx Little
With High Distillation
Noah Litwiller
With High Distillation
Connor James Mahern
David Christopher Majercak Jr.
With Highest Distillation
Suraj Marakani
Adam Sesar Martinez
With Distillation
Alex Richard Martinez
Benjamin Mathew
Nicholas J. Mobley
Maureen Murphy
With Distillation
Ni Ni
Stephen Honeywell Nixon
Kian Han Ong
Stephen Jared Pace
Jack William Palmer
Zixian Pan
With Highest Distillation
Brando Tilton Partin
Teresa Noelle Perez
Benjamin James Rieke
With Highest Distillation
Garrett Paul Robinson
Izabel Matya Ruiz
Jack Thomas Russo
With Distillation
Samuel Sedziol
With Distillation
Eric Guilla Seifert
Zack Bartholomew Seliger
Ahmed Shahzad
Boweun Sheh
Isaiah J. Sherfick
Trey Preston Smith
With Distillation
Lauren Renee Stiner
Vijay Bendi
Alyssa Danielle Stephan
Jasmine Bernizaca
With Highest Distillation
Rishabh Bhamre
Brandon Stephen Billings
Jake Bitzer
Lane Michael Bohnet
Joseph P. Borrego
Jonah Matthew Boone
Jordan Borkowski
Mason Rose
William Philip Bova
Elaina Rose Bradley
With Distillation
Eric Guilla Seifert
Zack Bartholomew Seliger
Ahmed Shahzad
Boweun Sheh
Isaiah J. Sherfick
Trey Preston Smith
With Distillation
Maggy Cam-to Bui
Nathan Huy Hoang
With Distillation
Thao Phuong Bui
William James Burger
Adam Burger
Alexander Robert Campbell
Christine Marie Campbell
Kevin Caraucho
Sydney Emily Carpenter
Arick Jakob Casiano
With Highest Distillation
Craig Castellino
With Highest Distillation
Jayden Todd Cave
Hyun-Ju Cha

Shuoqin Yu
Yo-Xuan Zhai
Quanru Zhang
With Highest Distillation
Tianming Zhu

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CYBERSECURITY AND GLOBAL POLICY

Sahar Rabiei
With High Distinction

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATICS

Parnika Aggarwal
Amirrash Hysu, Aheb
With Highest Distillation
Mohamed Allababidi
Tyler James Allen
Chloe Nicole Anderson
With Highest Distillation
Cooper James Arak
Pierce Jackson Layafette Arvizu
Tamer Belal Azzam
Dylan Bailey
Phillip James Bajo
Sarah Kate Banister
Nicholas Thomas Basso
Udgeist Bata
Davion Batts
Caroline Frances Baughman
Jacob Michael Bean
Trey Preston Smith
Cammie Renee Reinkhaier
Vijay Bendi
Alyssa Danielle Stephan
Jasmine Bernizaca
With Highest Distillation
Rishabh Bhamre
Brandon Stephen Billings
Jake Bitzer
Lane Michael Bohnet
Joseph P. Borrego
Jonah Matthew Boone
Jordan Borkowski
Mason Rose
William Philip Bova
Elaina Rose Bradley
With Distillation
Eric Guilla Seifert
Zack Bartholomew Seliger
Ahmed Shahzad
Boweun Sheh
Isaiah J. Sherfick
Trey Preston Smith
With Distillation
Maggy Cam-to Bui
Nathan Huy Hoang
With Distillation
Thao Phuong Bui
William James Burger
Adam Burger
Alexander Robert Campbell
Christine Marie Campbell
Kevin Caraucho
Sydney Emily Carpenter
Arick Jakob Casiano
With Highest Distillation
Craig Castellino
With Highest Distillation
Jayden Todd Cave
Hyun-Ju Cha

Evon Kyle Chamberlain
Samuel Edward Chapman
Ashley Chastain
With Distinction
Tiffany Ai-Ni Chen
Yen Jie Chen
Thalia Eve Chioros
Nathanael Sung-Hyun Cho
With Highest Distillation
Mohit Kumar Chororia
Sunil W. Christian
William Vincent Clay Jr.
Shelby Mae Cleek
Christina Colen
Logan Scott Conrad
Paul Cook
Lauren Alan Crisswell
With High Distinction
Dion Mison Fung
Madison Danielle Day
With High Distinction
Luke Deely
Drea Chantel DeFord
With High Distinction
Abigail K. DeGeeter
Adam Richard Delks
David Denice
Hunter Thomas Diogostino
With Distinction
Jack Doehrer
With High Distinction
Paul D. Dozier
Evan Lucien Dubose
Allison Mary Duran
With Distinction
Parker Dyer
John William Eckstein
Elhayeb W. Elbag
Nicholas Scott Elliott
With Distinction
Jason Esquivel
Niall William Evans
Luke Michael Facenda
Andrew Scott Falkner
Heenak S. Fenech
Pablo Daniel Fierst Garcia
With High Distinction
Zachary R. Foss
Cameron Danielle Floyd
Chase D. Fluharty
Demetri George Fotopoulos
William Thomas Francois
Anna R. Fuller
Kevin G. Fuller
Cody James Garland
With Highest Distinction
Christopher Rocco Gavris
Mitchell Garrett Gaylor
Ryan Michael Glasgow
Scott Glennon
Benjamin Joseph Goldstein
Jennifer Gonzalez
Bryce R. Gray
Grace Greenlee
With Highest Distinction
Kristopher Greenlee
Suhjey Lilianna Gutierrez
Bryan Joseph Haas
Hunter Scott Hamilton
Conor George Hamman
Tarak Raja Hanania
William Henry Hanley
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Rishabh Agrawal
Beaum Baker
Dracon Howyn Chou
With Highest Distinction
Austin James Curtis
Colin Shane Des Roches
Hasha Dorian Drabek
Anna Nicole Everett
Michael Isaac Foster
Graham Glenom
Tyler Hanna
Alexander S. Huffman
Rexan Jewett
Devan Hunter Keller
Kali Nicole Konstantinopoulou*
With Highest Distinction
Ryan Thomas Lockard
Wyeth Slucumb Michaelen
With Distinction
Elijah C. Mitchell
Michael Francis Mitsch Jr.
With Highest Distinction
Adam Harley Morrow
With Highest Distinction
Antonio Zidaris Neber
With Highest Distinction
Ethan Bao Chung Nguyen
With Distinction
Michael Joseph Ranze
With Distinction
Paul Martin Roessler
Mavni Naran Sareen
With High Distinction
Ryan W. Tow
Ethan George Vogelang
With Distinction
Andrew Clifton Willis
Brian Yu

Jacobs School of Music
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN AUDIO ENGINEERING AND SOUND PRODUCTION
Anthony Michael Bardeley

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Matthew P. Allman
Allison Judith Balberg
With Highest Distinction
Charles Morgan Ball Fuller
Charles Nicholas Brait
Joseph Michael Bokska
Donovan Michael Brown
Alexandra Doyaan Branton
Sara Anne Bredemeyer
With Highest Distinction
Bethany Brinson
With Highest Distinction
Erina Marisa Buchholz
With Highest Distinction
Samuel Zeffra Butler
Monica Shelton Caldwell
Joseph Calzada
Austin Phillip Cantrell
With Highest Distinction
Joshua John Catanzaro
With Highest Distinction
Ryan Yee Chao
William N. Clark
Samantha Elizabeth Copeland
Kia Croshen
Katie Elizabeth Coughlin
Jake Austin Cozza
With Highest Distinction
Graeme Ellis Culpepper
Robert M. Darling
Reaen Glyn Dismann
With Distinction
Garett Addison Dwyer
Jason Daniel Edelstein
With Highest Distinction
Elizabeth M. Elliott
Erin Elise Erickson
With Highest Distinction
Augustus Fackler
Sophie Ruxin Fears
With Highest Distinction
Jennifer Anne Gaffney
With Distinction
Gavan Nicholas Garcia
Chance Gabriel Gompert
Valerie Marie Grau
Alexena Maia Griffiths
With Highest Distinction
Lauren Hallonsuardt
Kira S. Hanges
Timothy James Hansen
Kristina Marie Hawkinson
Luke Edward Henry
With Distinction
Ray Katherine Hootman
With Highest Distinction
Graydon Raleigh Cut Howard
Bogdan Hudzielaitis
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BALLET
Cameron Noel Pelton
With High Distinction

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MUSIC AND AN OUTSIDE FIELD
Chanling Bai
Elizabeth Mary Barnes
Jessica Anne Bittner
Alexis N. Breen
Kieran Beatrice Brown
Madison Buchholz
Colin Michael Canavan
William N. Clark
Eli William Fitzpatrick Diersing
Thomas Samuel Dohner
Kirstie Jean Duncan
Julie Marie Fawcett
John H. Gromann
With High Distinction

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AUDIO ENGINEERING AND SOUND PRODUCTION
Ariana M. Bueno
Jordan W. Burger
Luka J. Chazal-Slate
Anna Katherine Fagin
Duncan Samuel Henderson
Olivia G. Lawson
Grace Marie Leckey
With Distinction

BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
Matthew F. Allman
Sophia Anaasis
Michael Austin Anderson
Julianne Elayne Fowler
Kira S. Hanger
Krya Nguyen Kornfeld
Natalee Poliquin
With High Distinction

School of Nursing
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Seth Tyler Alder
With Highest Distinction
Anne Marie Alexander
McCall Christine Babcock
Lauren N. Batts
Bettelehem Tsegaye Bekete
Lindsey Nicole Blake
With Highest Distinction
Calla N. Boruff
Lacey Lynn Bowen
Alexa Bramwell
Mikaela Ann Braunecker
Caitlin Alexis Burke
Abigail Louise Burns
With Highest Distinction
Ann Buyanak
Maryjorie Ann Clouse
Madeleine Colgaiser
Nora Dagastio Crane
Landy Lucinda Current
Abegail Marie Doncivic
Sydney Taylor Dreher
With Highest Distinction
Brooke Edd
Britney Nicole Garris
Emily C. Gerz
With Highest Distinction
Diane Musio Gibson
Nicolette H. Goret
Payton R. Graham
Jacey Ann-Rachelle Grays
Shannon Riley Gross
Hannah Kathleen Hall
Marissa Simone Hamilton
Kristina Renee Harding
Shelby L. Harris
Nina Gabrielle Harrod
Kaarin Suzanne Herendeen
Payton Renee Hicks
Hannah Ingeborg Hittle
Sophia Suellen Hobson
Kayla Noel Hollis
Madilynn F. Hoskinson
Madison Elizabeth Jackson
Emma D. Jones
Isabella Rose Knauf
Katharine E. Wieland
Christina Woods
Taylor Cheyenne Woods
Patchara\n\nMassoud\nAbigail Rae Yergler\nEverardo Zuniga Jr.
Valeria Margarita Juarez-Martinez
Jordan Christopher Jacewitz
Jackson Turner Kafka
Derek Martin Kaluf
Dimitri Karahalios
Karthik Katragadda
Dayna Sara Katz
With Highest Distinction
Garrett Kasten
Aaron Joshua Katzenstein
Jordan Alexandra Kauffman
Hayden William Kna
Lucas James Kessler
Esha Khicha
Zachary Kibol
With Highest Distinction
Jay Chigon Kim
John Franklin Yejun Kim
Colin Patrick Kilburn
William Hall Kolar
Gabriel Nathan Koontz
Deena Leah Krawitz
With Highest Distinction
Ryan James Krueger
Tara Eileen Lacy
Chandler Gage LaMott
Jack William Lampert
Chandler Gage LaMott
With Highest Distinction
Lauriah Brooke Lytle
Tatum Lynch
Natalie A. Lunt
Lucas David Lowry
Sean Simon Louis
Lulas Kildy Law
Chooc Le
Karlee Regan Lehman
Ser Lei
Nathan D. Lerit
Max H. Levai
With Distinction
Logan A. Lewis
Ryan David Lewis
Zheyang Li
Vasiliis George Liapis
Reece Jeffrey Libs
Hannah Grace Lim
Zhenghan Ling
Sarah Marie Linville
Grace Irene Liveoak
Chase Allen Lockwood
Veronica Leticia Lopez Martinez
Evan Lorbett
Brent Andrew Lord
Sean Simon Louis
Lucas David Lowry
Natalie A. Lunt
Jordan Taylor Lyman
Tatum Lynch
With Highest Distinction
Lauriann Brooke Lytle
Yuli Ma
Zachary John Mahler
Tyler Justin Mahler
Matthew Peter Severtson Manous
Issa Marji
Brandon Joseph Mark
Nick Joseph Marozas
Alex Michael Martin
Samuel R. Masiak
Gloria Ruth Mash
Ashleigh Elizabeth Masin
Samantha Massoni
Kasidy F. Mattingly
Molly Ann Matzen
Geneva Diane Mazhandu
Elizabeth Marie McVey
With Highest Distinction
Gavin Glynn McCabe
Josephine Hadley McCormick
Andrew Thomas McGrath
Michael Andrew McGuire
Daniel Patrick McManus
Celeste Marie McNamara
Emma Claire McNamara
Patrick Connor McPartlin
With Distinction
Ethan Michael Melton
Riley John Melton
With Distinction
Noah Mendel
Paul R. Metrich II
Joele Anne Mikalian
Daniel Mikiyans
Addyson Grace Miles
Carter Douglas Miller
Christina Miller
Jacob Edward Miller
Lauren Miller
Shelbi R. Miller
Connor Mills
Michael Miliner
Braxton Milhenherger
Peter Jerome Mindich
Gabrielle Allise Miralles
Owen M. Mocanski
Shibani Samir Mody
With Highest Distinction
Noah Soenning
Naga Kasturbh Rao Muloglu
Madison Jane Moyer
Zoe Carey Mullinex
With Distinction
Jacob Thomas Muller
Kaye Michelle Murphy
Robert Nelson Muse-Myers III
Ashley Teresa Munro
Charles Mvula
Maya Per Naaman
Dannazh Natsalu
Dale Arthur Hulshizer Nelson
Liliana Torres Neuhaus
Lucy Louise Newell
Reese Husted Nordeen
Carlos Humberto Noriega Bernal
Catherine Elizabeth North
Samuel Riley Norton
With Highest Distinction
Ian Nowlin
With Highest Distinction
Kaitlyn Alice O'Conor* With Distinction
Michael Thomas O'Donnell
Oliver Oelsner
William Calvin Osten
Ryan Paquette
With Highest Distinction
Ngan Tha Par
Aly Parker
Miles Harrison Parker
Anthony Brooks Passarelli
With Distinction
Pooja Umesh Patel
Samuel Michael Pearson
Carlos Elrain Pedrosa
Tanner George Penny
Andrea Kelley Persinger
Abigail Rose Person
Tatiana Jane Peters
Evan Petruzzi
Caleb John Pettit
Keaton Lane Pilham
Daisy Phuocvyongva
Monica Pineda Hernandez
Julia Piziotrowski
Jackie Bradford Flashies
Charles Platt
Joshua Pomailes III
Lillie Mazin Pomper
Trevor Wayne Poppewell
Taren William Porter
Olivia Domenica Portolese
Thomas Powderly
Dylan Robert Powell
Daniel Bryan Fritchett
Anthony Peter Prostynak
With Distinction
Emily Lewis Quinn
Katherine Elizabeth Quinn
Aidan Christopher Rafferty
Brooke Rance
Kaelie Quinn Randolph
With Highest Distinction
Jake Redaeli
Jacob Thomas Reddy
Gavin Ryne Reets
Margarret Rose Reeves
With Highest Distinction
Jordan Caleb Reinhold
Broghan Reynolds
Rachel M. Roberts
Kenneth Rogers
With Highest Distinction
G. Charles Rongos
Adam De Haan Rosenthal
With Highest Distinction
Lauren Emily Rossie
Justin Richard Ronssmillier
Taylor Nicole Rowlette
Alyssa Marie Rutsey
Natalie Theresa Ryan
With Highest Distinction
Anne Frances Saad
Akhikaya Sabapathy
John Gerard Sansone
Ashley Marie Savickis
With Distinction
Brew Justin Scheidler
Eric Schmidt
Elijah Graham Schwartz
Leland Bryan Seagraves
Clifford Edward Settle IV
Tianlong Shen
Joseph Arthur Shepley
Zhiyuan Shi
Etham Gabriel Shreve
Trenton James Lee Simmons
Arushi Singhi
Jasjit Singh
Lily Jacqueline Slater
Tyla S. Smith
Paige Olivia Smidgrass
Hannah Sobieski
Marianne Sow
Madison R. Spahn
Joylene Spence
Logan Charles Spillers
Jonathan Adam Springer
Lauren Nicole Starkman
Aaliyah Stephen
Paige Brianna Stoakdale
Sydney Strong
Ian Daniel Strouse
Kenedy Elaine Sullivan
Olivia Anne Taylor Surber
Conner J. Surface
Sha Tereann Suttle*
Jacob Ryan Swarzkopf
Jorge Taoi
Adam Taylor
Amelia Lynn Tepper
With Highest Distinction
Julie Terhune
Gabriella Corryn Thompson
With Distinction
Ngun Doi Tial
Megan K. Tiggleman
James Michael Todaro II
Sophia Lynn Todd
With Highest Distinction
Connor E. Townsend
Jeffrey Terrell Townsend
Tamar Trice
Mackenzie Akhiika Turner
Margaret-Bailey Turner
With Highest Distinction
Zenovia Tverdokhlib
Christopher J. Tyler
Mary Carolyn Uloth
With Distinction
Jordan Caleb Uzzle
With Distinction
Joshua Lamul Upadhyay
Venkata Rama Jayanth Venusri
Karee J. Vanderschmidt
Gabriella Rose Waddington
Yuke Y. Walden
Emilly Elizabeth Walters
Jue Wang
Tianyi Wang
Alexandria Elizabeth Warner
With Distinction
Alec Edward Watercuter
Andrew Jackson Watt
Connally Grace Weed
Joseph William Wayne Weller
Nashane Marie Wellington
Benjamin David Welvaert
Calvin Whittaker
Andrew Joseph Whitcomb
Jack Gerard White
Jane Margaret Williams
Madalyn E. Williams
Nicholas D. Williams
Vernon Raymond Wilson II
With Highest Distinction
Jackson Ryan Wiltsong
Paige Erin Withrow
Emily Grace Wittman
Hannah Wolak
Julia L. Wood
Shane Woods
Olivia Abigail Wright
Thomas George Wright
Chase Michael Wyatt
Truman Yahne
Zhousui Yang
Hannah Marie Young
Kaleb Youngmann
Chi-Wei Yu
Michael Ivan Zagorov
Cameron Hill Zak
With Distinction
Jaya A. Carr
Lillie Louise Connelly
Reagan A. Conner
Aaron R. Cook
Madison Ann Covey
Arjanae Takya Cruz
Aaron A. Denny
Hannah J. Dalton
Carlie Kay Darmold
Hanna Marie Deerman
Jennifer Lynn Dearman
Julia Lauren Dester
With Highest Distinction
Brittany Nicole Dobkins
Pieri Simone Ehudin*
With Distinction
Nicholas George Falter
With Distinction
Jason Blake Fisher
Kelsey Lauren Fleming
With Distinction
Ashley N. Fulmer
With Distinction
Sofia Alannah Giannini
With Distinction
Scott Edward Hay
Leayal Hines
Emma Lorenzo Hoffman
With Highest Distinction
Brulyn N. Ivory
Clinton Wayne Jackson
Sabrina C. Jermolowicz
Samantha Lauren Katz
With Distinction
Harmit Kaur
Lauren Elizabeth Korukol
Jacob Ryan Lemon
Sam Steel Lohrum
With Highest Distinction
Adeel Amin Masharbi
Megan James McBride
Madison M. Merryman
With Distinction
Derek Mitchell
With Distinction
School of Public Health
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED HEALTH SCIENCE
Marisa La’Nae Anderson
Yaela Danielle Antes
With Highest Distinction
Sydney Lauren Auerbach
With Highest Distinction
Jannah Elizabeth Berlin
With Highest Distinction
Jordania Shaun Blumberg
With Highest Distinction
Peri Isabella Box
With Distinction
Kiana M. Brodie
With Distinction
Courtney McAllan Brody
Sierra Brown
With Distinction
Brenden Lee Bube
Justiss Elizabeth Desrae Cantu
With Distinction
Jaya A. Carr
Lillie Louise Connelly
Reagan A. Conner
Aaron R. Cook
Madison Ann Covey
Arjanae Takya Cruz
Aaron A. Denny
Hannah J. Dalton
Carlie Kay Darmold
Hanna Marie Deerman
Jennifer Lynn Dearman
Julia Lauren Dester
With Highest Distinction
Brittany Nicole Dobkins
Pieri Simone Ehudin*
With Distinction
Nicholas George Falter
With Distinction
Jason Blake Fisher
Kelsey Lauren Fleming
With Distinction
Ashley N. Fulmer
With Distinction
Sofia Alannah Giannini
With Distinction
Scott Edward Hay
Leayal Hines
Emma Lorenzo Hoffman
With Highest Distinction
Brulyn N. Ivory
Clinton Wayne Jackson
Sabrina C. Jermolowicz
Samantha Lauren Katz
With Distinction
Harmit Kaur
Lauren Elizabeth Korukol
Jacob Ryan Lemon
Sam Steel Lohrum
With Highest Distinction
Adeel Amin Masharbi
Megan James McBride
Madison M. Merryman
With Distinction
Derek Mitchell
With Distinction
Sydney Sarah Sims
With Distinction
Daisey Naomi Smith
Emily Sokobin
Marron Stephan
McKenzie Rae Stewart
With High Distinction
Lauren Mona Stoisko
With Distinction
Tarek Tarabay
Zackry P. Vonderschmidt
Alexandra Wallace
With Distinction
Alexis Walls
Alexis Dawn Walton
Alexander Lee Warkentin
Roy Waterford
Karvin Jacob Watts
Anna Beutel Welch
Alexa Nichole Westendorf
Virginia Wilhelm
With Distinction
Reagan Elaine Willhoite
With High Distinction
Cody Michael Wilson
With Distinction
Molly Jean Wimsatt
Noah L. Winer
Olivia Suzanne Wunrow
Jessica D. York
Nicholas Christopher Zubi
With Distinction

School
of Social Work

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN LABOR STUDIES
Noah Ramsey
Trevor Regars
With Highest Distinction

BACHELOR
OF SOCIAL WORK
Emma Olivia Ashley
Breonna DaShae Baggett
Alexis Joi Barbiere
With High Distinction
Emily Bernstein
Erin Kathleen Beuso
Kristin Blessinger
Harleigh Ann Bowers
Emma K. Brehm
Michaela G. Burslen
Karen Vega Cabrera
Dominique Lynn Caldwell
Julien Calvert
Carol Michelle Castro
Alaynah C. Chatman
Mackenzie Colston
Jessica Ann Craig
Kaitlin Mac Deckard
Natalie Deutsch
Itzel Diaz
Carrie Lynn Dobbs
Emma K. Edwards
Ayondra Pilar Elisea
Taylor L. Ellis
Samantha Rose Eschner
Aziza Brielle Fisher
Taylor Ann Gee
William Holtoner Gibbons
Jessica Marie Greenway
Sara Jane Hanebutt
Desirre Hedington
Cynthiaey A. Hignite
Andrew Paul Hubartt
Sara Loran Klompmaker
With High Distinction
Brandon Lo

Tatiana Alyssa Lopez
Elizabeth Noelde Marden
Sierra Calista Nicole McDowell
With High Distinction
Emily Elizabeth Morris
Tori G. Palmer
Sarah Elizabeth Parnell
Alexia Suzette Peters
Aliyah Jordan Reed
Abigail Reyes
Angela Nicole Stanley
With Highest Distinction
Ravyn Nikole Sweat
Gwendolyn Grace Terry
Cammy Thomas
Morgan Margaret Thorndyke
Katherine Ann VandeWiele
Jordan Julian Wadsworth
Brittany Rene Washington
Eline Lee Wellbaum
Breanna Gail White
Molly Beth Wiese
Samuel Richard Williams
Mary Grace Wolfka
With Highest Distinction
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